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Discover Wicca for Beginners â€“ Magic is Afoot!Have you ever thought about:â€¢Becoming a
Wiccan or a witch but donâ€™t know where to start?â€¢Increasing your awareness and becoming
more in tuned with your inner voice?â€¢Learning how to cast spells to achieve your desires in
life?â€¢Understanding how to connect to the divine on your own?If you nodded yes to any of the
questions above, then youâ€™ve come to the right place!In this book Wicca: Essential
Practionerâ€™s Guide to Wicca For Beginnerâ€™s, Wiccan Spells & Witchcraft, you will be guided
on how to step into the realm of the Divine. You will learn the basic beliefs of a Wiccan and how
they successfully connect with the inner self and with the divine.You will also get to know the
different types of spells that you can use depending on your situation and will be provided with clear,
easy to follow instructions on how to cast them effectively.Hereâ€™s what youâ€™re going to
discover inside this book:â€¢What Witchcraft Isâ€¢Various Wiccan Traditionsâ€¢How to Become a
Wiccan or Witchâ€¢SpellsAs you can see, this book presents to you the simplest way to achieving
your goal of discovering and applying Wicca. With the help of this book and a little bit of research
and practice, youâ€™ll be able to find what youâ€™re looking for! Plus, youâ€™ll be surprised to
meet a few people who share the same passion with you as you go along your journey.This book
has all the answers you need, and it aims to provide you with an excellent understanding about
what it means to be a true and good Wiccan.Download the guide now, and become the witch that
you want to be. What you will find in this book has the potential to change your life
dramatically!Note: Kindle Unlimited Subscribers can read this book for free with their subscription
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I had a lot of misconceptions about wiccanism in general, as a result of limited experience and
knowledge. When a friend sent me this book I was thoroughly intrigued. I enjoyed the practical
knowledge and interesting anecdotes... my question was: how practical is the information in the
book? What wisdom have Wiccans discovered through their practice that I can use to benefit? The
book asserts that spells are essentially actions of positive thinking and incorporates suggestion
such as using self-talk to invoke feelings for self improvement or to break state anchors. Overall, it's
a thorough read with zero fluff, worth reading about if you're curious about spirituality.

Wicca or witchcraft is often depicted as an occult, evil or symbol of Halloween. This book educates
readers about the unorganized religion, Wicca. I also learned that there are different kinds of Wicca.
This is a very interesting religion to study, especially when this started way back on Paleolithic
period. There are also spells included here. This book is not to recruit but to educate because we
always misapprehend it. We always do. Whenever we hear "witchcraft", it's always the villain, the
long-nosed, full of warts, dressed in all black evil person. Always presented as a woman. This book
will greatly help educate everyone regarding Wicca.

Wicca Essential Practitionar Guide to Wicca for Beginers, Wiccan Spells and Witchcraft is an
interesting book to start your study of Wicca. The author starts by explaining what Wicca is and is
not, what are the various Wiccan traditions, describe in detail what the concept of deity is and how
to become a witch or wiccan. And then, what I like best are the spells that you can learn to cast.
There are banishing spells, protections spells, clensing spells, and more. I found the book very
interesting especially the part on the different type of Wicca, because it shows the history and the
different traditions that have been descending from a long time ago. The book is easy to read and
well presented. Well worth reading if you are interested in the subject.

If you've ever been curious about the Wiccan religion, buy this book! The author meticulously lays
out the many different styles of Wicca detailing each in ways sure to fascinate and illuminate even
the most ardent of disbelievers. Many times - especially in our Western media - Wicca is portrayed
as an evil religion filled with witches casting demonic spells upon innocent children all for the sake of
bettering themselves. By learning the truth about Wicca - that it is instead a religion of peace and
forgiveness - we are better able to forge alliance with the world around us. Highly recommended!

For the Curious of Wicca, this is a nice little introductory book. I read the book knowing nothing
about the practices and beliefs but found it helpful for general knowledge of world religions. Who
knew there was such a thing!

This book has really changed the way I think about Witchcraft. I was a bit sceptical at first but
curious enough to buy this book in order to learn some things about Wicca. In fact I've learned a lot
about increasing my awareness, this was really helpful for me and I will keep practising the different
cast spells to achieve my goals in life!I can totally recommend reading the books if you want to learn
how to become a real Wiccan!

Fascinating book about Spells & Witchcraft. I never know what a 'Wiccan' is and was amazed to
learn the process of acquiring these skills (it appears anyone can become a 'Wiccan' with the proper
training and knowledge). The authors has obviously done a lot of research on the subject and has
arranged the information nicely in this compact guidebook.

I discovered the book exceptionally fascinating particularly the part on the distinctive sort of Wicca,
on the grounds that it demonstrates the history and the diverse customs that have been dropping
from quite a while prior. Ordinarily - particularly in our Western media - Wicca is depicted as an
underhanded religion loaded with witches giving occasion to feel qualms about satanic spells
honest kids just for the sole purpose of bettering themselves. The book portrays the conviction and
the standards of the general population who confidence in Witchcraft in spite of what the general
population is conviced about this gathering of individuals it even goes on and dis-possesses the
penance of creatures and they faith in coexistance. By and large, it's an intensive read with zero
cushion, worth perusing about in case you're interested about deep sense of being.
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